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Introduction 
The European Union has been working for years on the implementation of what is being called the Tobacco Products 

Directives (EU TPD), one of the main parts of this legislation is the Traceability portion that will be in place for all tobacco 

products being manufactured/traded within the EU.  On May 20th, this legislation comes into effect for Cigarettes and Roll 

Your Own products.  This means that starting on May 20th, all Cigarettes and RYO manufactured and/or sold within the EU 

needs to have a unique identifier that complies with the EU TPD regulations so that all transactions (movement) be 

registered in a track and trace system, this means that enforcing entities within the EU will be able to view the detail of all 

movement from manufacturing all the way to the first point of retail. 

For registering movement of tobacco products, every single entity participating in the tobacco trading needs to have a 

Unique Identifier for the company and a unique identifier for each its facilities.  This is for uniquely identifying both the 

company and the facility when registering movement of tobacco products. 

OpSec has been appointed as the ID issuer for the state of Malta so every single actor within the tobacco trading industry 

in Malta needs to request and obtain from OpSec a Unique Identifier for the company called Economic Operator UID and 

a unique identifier for each of their facilities in which tobacco products is moved from/to. 

Knowing the limitations that might exists for retailers to request for an EO Facility UID electronically, the EU has included 

within the TPD Regulation the capability for Distributors/Wholesalers to request such UIDs on behalf of Retailers.  This 

means that with a written consent in place between the parties, distributors can request from OpSec both Economic 

Operator and Facility UIDs working on behalf of retailers.  Distributors/Wholesalers need to have the EO/Factory UID of 

each and every single point of retail they sell tobacco products to, this in order to be able to log a transaction when tobacco 

products is being moved. 

The present document is a step by step guide on how to request EO and Facility UIDs from OpSec by using the Web 

application that OpSec has built for the purposes.  Before cigarettes/RYO can be traded to any entity, this entity will need 

to be equipped with both an EO and Facility UIDs so it is imperative that all of those participating in the tobacco 

trading/manufacturing within Malta requests and obtains both UIDs from OpSec. 
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Economic Operator ID (Public) 
Economic Operators can visit the public portal page that OpSec has made available and from there by filling all required 

information, a request for an Economic Operator will be created.  The EO ID will go thru an approval process and when 

approved/rejected OpSec will send a notification email to the address entered in the “Economic Operator Email Address”.  

In the event the application is approved the notification email will include the issued Economic Operator ID. 

The URL for requesting an Economic Operator is: 

https://insight.opsecsecurity.com/EconomicOperator 

This public URL must be used to request the Economic Operator UID for the user’s own company.  We recommend that 

EO request on behalf of other companies be done within the controlled environment once login credentials have been 

provided by OpSec.  

EO Request Details 
Once in the URL all required fields must be entered. 

 

https://insight.opsecsecurity.com/EconomicOperator
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Fields Explanation 

Economic Operator Name: This is the commercial name of the entity requesting the EO UID. 

Economic Operator Alternate Name: This field is optional and to be completed if the entity is commercially known with a 

different name. 

Economic Operator Address: Address of the main office. 

Country of Registration: Country where the main facility is located.  Malta for most traders. 

Economic Operator Email Address: This is the email address for the EO.  The system will send confirmation of the request 

to this address. 

Optional Identifier: an additional identifier for the EO.  Optional. 

VAT Registration Status: (Yes/No).  Whether the EO has a VAT registration 

VAT Number: Mandatory if VAT Registration Status is Yes. 

Tax Registration Number: Mandatory if VAT Registration Status is No. 

Has Excise Number: (Yes/No).  Yes the EO has an excise number 

Excise Number: Mandatory if Has Excise Number is Yes.  This needs to be in the following format “MT12345678ABC” 

Has Other Economic Operator ID: (Yes/No).  Yes only if the EO has been issued another Economic Operator ID by another 

ID Issuer.  For local traders this will always be No. 

Other Economic Operator IDs: Mandatory if Has Other Economic Operator ID is Yes.  This is the list of other EO IDs 

separated by commas. 

Registration for Third Party: (Yes/No).  This is set to Yes when the EO UID is being requested by another EO on behalf of 

the one for whom the EO UID is being requested. 

Registering Economic Operator ID: Mandatory if Registration for Third Party is Yes.  This is the Economic Operator UID 

that is requesting the EO on behalf of another entity.  The EO UID of the company for whom the person entering the 

information works for. 

When all fields are filled, simply click on the “I’m not a Robot” check mark, the system will verify and if necessary images 

to confirm that is not an automated process will be presented.  
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Entities Management Private Portal 
After being provided with an email address of the person who will be requesting/creating Economic Operator and Facility 

UIDs, OpSec will proceed with enrolling the user into its TPD Module.  In it the user will be able to request Economic 

Operator UIDs on behalf of others (First Point of Retail) and create Facility UIDs for its own company and for retailers as 

well. 

Upon onboarding the user will receive an activation email requesting him/her to activate the account and set a password 

for it.  You should look for the activation email in your inbox and follow it in order to activate the account and set a 

password before proceeding to the URL.  Once a password is setup the user will be able to gain access to the system by 

going to the system’s URL and entering the username/password. 

The URL is: 

https://insight.opsecsecurity.com 

Login Screen: 

 

 

Requesting Economic Operator UIDs on Behalf of Others 
Once an entity has its own Economic Operator UID and is on boarded into the OpSec TPD Module, they will be able to 

request Economic Operator UIDs for other entities.   After login into the portal the user can select the “Request Economic 

Operator ID” option that is under the “TPD ID Issuance” menu on the left pane.  Once in, the user will be able to create a 

request for an Economic Operator UID on behalf of another entity (Retailers). 

https://insight.opsecsecurity.com/
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Fields Explanation 

Economic Operator Name: This is the commercial name of the entity for whom the request is being made. 

Economic Operator Alternate Name: This field is optional and to be completed if the entity is commercially known with a 

different name. 

Economic Operator Address: Address of the main office. 

Country of Registration: Country where the main facility is located.  Malta for most traders. 

Economic Operator Email Address: This is the email address for the EO.  The system will send confirmation of the request 

to this address. 

Optional Identifier: an additional identifier for the EO.  Optional. 

VAT Registration Status: (Yes/No).  Whether the EO has a VAT registration 

VAT Number: Mandatory if VAT Registration Status is Yes. 

Tax Registration Number: Mandatory if VAT Registration Status is No. 

Has Excise Number: (Yes/No).  Yes the EO has an excise number 

Excise Number: Mandatory if Has Excise Number is Yes.  This needs to be in the following format “MT12345678ABC” 
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Has Other Economic Operator ID: (Yes/No).  Yes only if the EO has been issued another Economic Operator ID by another 

ID Issuer.  For local traders this will almost always be No. 

Other Economic Operator IDs: Mandatory if Has Other Economic Operator ID is Yes.  This is the list of other EO IDs 

separated by commas. 

Registration for Third Party: (Yes/No).  This is set to Yes by default and cannot be changed.  Requests for your own UID 

needs to be made from the public URL. 

Registering Economic Operator ID: Mandatory if Registration for Third Party is Yes.  This is the Economic Operator UID 

that is requesting the EO on behalf of another entity.  The EO UID of the company for whom the person entering the 

information works for. 

Facility ID 
Every Economic Operator needs to have at least one Facility ID.  Those entities that only have one location will have to 

request an EO UID and one Facility ID needs to be created for it.   For those who have more than one location in which 

tobacco product is sent to or from, then multiple facility IDs are needed and one should be requested for each one of 

them.  A Facility ID can only be created/requested when the Economic Operator UID has been issued, in other words the 

Economic Operator ID is a mandatory field for requesting a facility ID as well as the code that is sent along with the 

Economic Operator UID.   

Per the TPD regulations and for security reasons, it is necessary to provide both the Economic Operator UIDs and the 

associated code that is linked to it when the Economic Operator ID is issued.  When creating a Facility ID for an Economic 

Operator is necessary to look for the EO ID and the EO Confirmation Code.  The codes can be found by going to the Manage 

EO Accounts option and entering the partial name of the EO in the Search box.  In the Below Example for creating a Facility 

ID for MIGUEL TOBACCO DIST is necessary to retrieve its EO ID and Confirmation Code. 
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The option Manage Facilities in the left pane menu is selected for managing Facilities.  For creating new Facility IDs there 

is a button “Add New Facility”.  

 

 When the button is clicked you are taken to the create new facility screen:  

 

Facility ID Request Details 
EO ID: This is the Economic Operator ID of the entity for whom the new facility is being requested. 

EO Confirmation Code: This code is provided in the confirmation email that is sent once an EO UID is approved and is 

linked to the Economic Operator UID.  This value identifies uniquely the issuing transaction and is required for requesting 

facility id and can be found in the Manage EO Accounts option. 
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Address:  Complete address of the facility 

Country of Registration: Country in which the facility is located. i.e Malta. 

Has Bonded Warehouse Status: (Yes/No) 

Type:  

- Manufacturing Site with Warehouse 

- Standalone Warehouse 

- First Retail Outlet 

- Other 

Description: Mandatory only when Other is selected in Type 

Has Excise Number: (Yes/No) 

Excise Number: Mandatory if Has Excise Number is Yes. Format MT12345678ABC 

Has Other Facility IDs: (Yes/No).  If the facility has been issued a Facility ID by another Id Issuer 

Other Facility IDs: Mandatory if Has Other Facility IDs is Yes.  List of Facility IDs that has been issued to the facility. 

Registration for Third Party: (Yes/No).  This is set to Yes when the Facility ID is being requested for another Economic 

Operator.  If set to No then it means that you are creating a Facility ID for your own company. 

Registering Economic Operator ID: Mandatory if Registration for Third Party is Yes.  This is the Economic Operator UID 

that is requesting the EO on behalf of another entity.  You need to enter your own Economic Operator UID. 


